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summoned to meet him there. After regarding them for some time,
he offered his crown to each of the three eldest in turn, but the youths,
fearing a trap, all refused, pleading their incapacity, extreme youth and
inexperience.1
On reaching Mashhad at the end of April,- Nadir behaved, if possible,
in an even more brutal and inhuman manner than he had done at Isfahan
and Kirman. With the Shah in this frenzied state, nobody could feel
secure ; all feared not only for their fortunes, but also for their lives.
Impelled by the instinct of self-preservation, everybody, including even
Nadir's own relations, entered into plots and sought to join in the revolts
that were already in progress or on the point of breaking out.2
In Sistan, messengers arrived almost daily at 'Ali Quli's camp bringing
news of fresh exactions and executions by the Shah. When 'Ali Quli
heard of the seizure of his brother's property and of the levy of 100,000
tomans on himself, he decided to revolt. Tahmasp Khan, despite the
news of the levy of 50,000 tomans upon himself, remained loyal to Nadir,
and strove to dissuade 'Ali Quli Khan from rebelling ; when 'Ali Quli
refused to listen to him, he showed him a warrant from Nadir for his execu-
tion ; 'Ali Quli retorted by producing another order, bearing the royal
seal, for the Khan to be put to death.8 Although the sight of his own
death warrant seems for a time to have caused Tahmasp Khan to waver
in his loyalty to Nadir, he ultimately, as will be seen below, proved faithful
to him.
'AH Quli's first action on revolting was to make common cause with
Mir Kuchik and his men who had all this time been successfully resisting
him. The universal terror that Nadir had inspired rather than affection
for 'Ali Quli caused large numbers of Sistani, Baluch and Afghan tribesmen
to join in the revolt. Encouraged by the widespread nature of his support,
'AH Quli began to entertain hopes of the throne ; with ever-increasing
forces, he marched from Sistan to Herat, where he arrived in the middle
of Rabi' II (26th April, 1747) ; here he received many chieftains from the
surrounding districts, who all swore to aid him against Nadir. Once
more Tahmasp Khan endeavoured to restrain 'Ali Quli, but the latter
again refused to listen to him, and, when the Khan persisted, he silenced
him for ever with a dose of poison.4
The news of 'Ali Quli's revolt spread rapidly and gave a great impetus
to the growing opposition to Nadir's intolerable tyranny. Among those
to rise in favour of 'Ali Quli were the Kurds of Khabushan, who signalised
1 Bazin, p. 308.   Muhammad Ka?im states (N.N., p. 501) that Nadir had five sons and fifteen
grandsons (see the genealogical tree which forms Appendix II).
*Ibia., p. 309.
*N.N.t pp. 48S-490.
* Ibid., p. 491.

